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About This Game

Farm Frenzy is a world famous arcade time management sim franchise! Enjoy the farmhouse gems with this solid set of 12
Farm Frenzy titles!

Join Scarlett throughout all of her adventures in hundreds of farming challenges. Raise chickens, ostriches, and dolphins. Bake
cakes, grow crops, and sell items at markets. Watch out for those pesky bears! It's an all-out farming assault with one of the

most enjoyed series ever!
If you think life in the big city is crazy, wait until you get a load of the wild and wacky country life in Farm Frenzy! The Frenzy
goes global as you compete in fast-paced levels in places like the South Pole, Africa, Russia, the Wild West, and the untamed

jungle.

Enjoy the farmhouse gems with this solid set of 12 Farm Frenzy titles:

Farm Frenzy

Farm Frenzy 2
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Farm Frenzy: Pizza Party

Farm Frenzy 3

Farm Frenzy 3: American Pie

Farm Frenzy 3: Ice Age

Farm Frenzy 3: Russian Roulette

Farm Frenzy: Gone Fishing

Farm Frenzy 3: Madagascar

Farm Frenzy: Ancient Rome

Farm Frenzy: Viking Heroes

Farm Frenzy 4
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Title: Farm Frenzy Collection
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar Entertainment
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Italian
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My all time favorite!!!! \u2764\ufe0f. A nice collection of farm-themed time-management games. Starts at a slow pace, but gets
rather intense on higher levels.

WARNING! 5 of of 12 games (Farm Frenzy, Farm Frenzy 2, Farm Frenzy: Pizza Party, Farm Frenzy 3, Farm Frenzy
3: American Pie) have intense screen blinking in full screen mode on Windows 10 OS. The remedy is to switch to
windowed mode (either in the game options or by using Alt+Enter combination).

7\/10 for me.. Love the Farm Frenzy series and it's nice to have all of them bundled together. Definitly worth every
penny!. I enjoyed Farm Frenzy 3, but Farm Frenzy 4 is...pants.. A great way to get most of the Farm Frenzy games in
one package. The only downside is that I'm having intense screen flickering on the first five games in the collection
when they are played in full screen mode like other people have been mentioning. Playing in windowed-mode fixes the
problem but then you're forced to play the game in a small frame. I should mention I'm using Windows 10.

It's not the worst problem to have and hopefully it'll be fixed at some point but people should still be aware of this
issue.. Old but Gold :). This collection is very entertaining if you play it as a straight time management game. However,
if your goal is to "Gold Star" every level then this game becomes a challenging time management\/puzzle hybrid. About
a quarter of the way through each title (using Farm Frenzy 1 as an example) you realize that speed and accurate
clicking alone isn't enough to earn the top prize. You also need to figure out what to buy, what to sell and when it's best
to do each action, sometimes forcing you to make decisions that go against what appears to be the natural choice.. The
bears (or lions or what have you) make the game entirely too random, especially given the precise (and often cheap)
timing tricks needed to get some of the gold levels.
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Warning alert! This game is fun and addicting! If a puzzle married farming simulator, the baby would be Farm frenzy
collection. I am sorry to have played a pirated versions, until I found the whole series for more than modest price on one of
Steam sales, compared to how much fun it gave me.
Pros:
* Kids firendly!
* 12 games for the price of one!
* Doesn't require very powrfull PC or a lot of disk space.
* Engaging gameplay!
* Puzzles to solve!
* Zero violence.
* Lovely cartony graphics.
* Different from one of those annoying Facebook farming games.
* High Fun factor.
* Addictive.
* Onboarding in this game is one of the best in the genre.
Cons
* It's an older game so it doesn't scale up to big high resolution screens, windowed mode works like a charm tough.
* Not a real simulator obviously.
* It's more a puzzle, less tomagochi, so if you want to grow pets look elsewhere!
* Music sounds go on repeat all the time, it might annoy some people.
* Cartoony graphics might not be to some peoples taste.

. Fun game to pass the time. The gold vs silver medals makes you want to play until your entire screen is gold.. I was really
enjoying this game until I reactivated nortan and was told that it had a virus on it. Now I can no longer play it which is a pity but
if you don't mind the virus it's pretty good. :P. i played this for the nostalgia til like 4am
goddamn worth it. i love it so much ...has been so much fun since childhood until now :D and guess what this pack has like 12-16
separate games in it :D !! with so much fun ^-^ so funny and fun at the same time ^-^ \u2665. This collection has more options
than the previous pack, All with different stories, similar animals. If you like one, you'd as might as well play them all over time.
Having them all gives a little change if you are bored.. I love the Farm Frenzy games and this is an easy and cheap way to access
12 of them. Warning, you do *not* get achievements in this version, but you can get trading cards.
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